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Welcome to our latest newsletter. 

In this edition we focus on the importance of complying with the Central Coast Code of Conduct.

The Codes importance is highlighted by the court case currently underway in the NSW Land & 
Environment Court that may deem holiday rentals as illegal operations. The dwellings 
owner/manager was not a member of HLO Central Coast and cannot confirm Code or 
complaints management procedure compliance with any recognised self regulation system. 

Justice Rachel Pepper may hand down the ruling today. HLO Central Coast will keep you 
updated on our facebook page.

In light of this case and the negative media attention, HLO Central Coast will be ensuring the 
importance of the sector to tourism is widely understood. We will be focusing on strengthening 
our engagement with Government and tourism organisations to work together and address the 
challenges moving forward. 

HLO Central Coast offers the only recognised holiday rental self regulation tools in Australia. 
Self assessment and self verification of compliance with the Code through a recognised system 
are minimum requirements of any regulation system. We encourage all to adopt these 
sustainable quality management support tools

Our focus on generating recognition of the industry has been boosted by a new member to our 
Executive Board. Kate Burns joins us from Getaway Hunter and is a quality manager that has 
many years of experience managing properties. Kate's knowledge will benefit all of our 
members moving forward. 

For more information on the current court case please visit our facebook page. For information 
on the recognised Quality Assurance System that supports your Code implementation and Code 
compliance verification please click on the link at the bottom of the page.

I hope you like the new newsletter format and I look forward to supporting HLO members 
moving forward.

Yours Sincerely
Don Kobeleff
President

http://www.hlocentralcoast.net/
http://www.holidayrentalebook.com.au/

